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Youth unemployment in Greece is devastating an entire generation and dramatically alter-
ing life. The catastrophic failure of global economics has led to more and more consump-
tion, but without the demand needed to sustain its levels in Athens. This catastrophe has 
been especially apparent in Greece, and the youth of the nation are paying the highest 
price. Poor waste management is just another daily fact for many in Greece, but it leads to 
vast illegal landfills and leaching waste sites, as well as an unattractive and depressing ur-
ban landscape. The urban fabric of Metaxourgeio is decaying, and metro wide storm water 
management is lacking. Corruption plays heavily into many of these problems, and creating 
a transparent, open institution is crucial.

By reinvigorating an old working-class neighborhood now home to many young people and 
immigrants in the heart of the city, hope and opportunity can be made. By creating local 
economies through community recycling and upcycling, the neighborhood will be engaged 
and prosper, while a startup innovation center will spark ingenuity and focus, and foster 
opportunity in the younger generation, routed in the potential of Metaxourgeio. Reclaiming 
public space for public use and focusing on green spaces will enrich and enliven the com-
munity.
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New Uses - target reuse and productive infill to reconnect Metaxourgeio to its productive and creative history, the startup offices 
will serve as an incubator, and businesses move into abandoned/new buildings when large enough. Urban scale  stormwater manage-
ment with a focus on reclaiming public space for public use
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Phase 1: Innovation offices reuse Phase 3: Community center and Karaiskaki plaza expansionPhase 2: Community recycling center and materials reuse store
Infill within the urban 
context. The recycling 
center, or intermediate 
processing facility, will 
serve roughly 30,000 
people and generate 
income from the sale of 
sorted recycled goods. 
The materials reuse 

Reuse of existing aban-
doned shell for startup 
companies, workshop 
space, and co-working 
spaces. It will be a vis-
ible catalyst of regenera-
tion within the neighbor-
hood. 

New construction of 
community center for 
classes, education, re-
cycling outreach, with 
exhibition spaces. This 
coincides with the re-
routing of vehicles to cre-
ate a pedestrian friendly 
plaza with extensive 
stormwater manage-
ment features. More 
land will be converted to 
public green space, with 
integrated sustainable 
urban systems. 
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4th Floor (Typical)

1: Stormwater Planters
narrow strips planted with native trees and grasses framed 
in hardscape- allows water to infiltrate on site

2: Urban ‘Dry Pond’ Fountains
long and linear to accept more water, doubles as an interac-
tive fountain and stormwater basin

3: Reclaimed Permeable Paving Plaza
reclaimed pavers and building blocks from Metaxourgeio’s 
abandoned building stock set in sand - allows water to infil-
trate

4: Water Retention Tanks
water collected from the recycling center and community 
center roofs are collected in large cisterns for irrigation and 
flooding prevention

5: Bike Paths
connecting Metaxourgeio to the center of Athens - retaking 
the streets for pedestrians and bicycles

6: Regeneration Zone Pocket Parks
reclaiming public space for public good use- increasing 
greenery and mitigating heat gain and stormwater runoff

Sustainable Urban      
Systems


